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change the nature of this college
lie in the hands of the trustees
This statement made by Dr
Edward Gates president of
Beaver College at specia1ly called
all-college assembly Thursday
February 12 summarized the pres
ent situation mgarding 24-hour
parietals
Dr Gates began the well-at
tended meeting by briefly outlining
the problems that have been un
covered during close examination
of the proposed parietals and their
effects on the college community
This examination was carried out
by committee formed by the
House of Representatives last De
cember consisting of students fac
ulty and administration
The first point made was the
problem of campus security Dr
Gates reported definite increase
of security problems since the in
stitution of extended parietal
hours Just last weekend he
said campus guards reported find
ing 16 open doors after hours and
spotting at least four unauthorized
persons entering the dormitories
Dr Gates expressed his concern
about the number of door in each
dormitory and the fact that virtu
ally anyone could enter dormi
tory during the day
number of possibilities includ
ing alarm systems and the closing
off of certain doors are being in
vestigated but as of now there is
no solution to the problem of cam
pus security
Obligations
Dr Gates second point
Confrontation and crisis in the
New York City School System
was the dcminant topic of the open
exchange between Di Marilyn Git
tell and Beaver faculty members
and students on Tuesday February
10 The power struggle between
the professional bureaucracy and
the parental constituency was de
lineated by Dr Gittell as the pivo
tal issue in the strike-ridden crises
of the New York City schools
Thus th focus of the confronta
tion was perceived as the political
problem of decentralization and
redistribution of power
Dr Gittells observations con
cerning the forces events and ef
fects of the teachers strikes in
New York City were mainly
elicited through faculty questions
at two-hour informal discussion
which was chiefly attended by ed
ucation and journalism students
Dr Gittells further elaborations
the parents of Beavet students
He explamed that parents when
they agreed to allow their daugh
ters to live in dormitory under-
stood that certain conditions would
be upheld by the college Among
these would be the condition that
men were not permitted perpetual
access to the halls Although not
all parents would object to
change in this regulation Dr
Gates pointed out that some would
object and that since the agree-
mont made with parents is made
per semester no change in pariet
als could take place at this time
Dr Gates went on to state thri
the college consists not only of
students but also of 7000 alumnae
and 33 trustees He explained that
this kind of decision must
agreeable to all parts of the col
lege ccnmunity
Any decision of this import
ance stated Dr Gates must in
made by the trustees of the col
lege thus emphasizing his point
that change in policy such as
this cannot be made by student
vote alone
The last problem brought to light
by Dr Gates was that of bathroom
facilities for men He explained
that there are some local laws
which state that some institutions
must provide separate facilities for
each sex This problem too is he
ir carefully examined
In the ten years that have
been with Beaver College con-
concerning the strike confrontation
were heard at three and half
hour seminar of the Honors Collo
quium Conflict and Conflict Reso
lution An issue examined was the
tenability of the strike being the
result of an inevitable clash of
vested interest ethnic groups over
the revolutionary changes in power
distribution
The basis for Dr Gittells views
are derived from her experiences
as consultant to the Mayors Ad
visory Panel on Decentralization
author of Participants and Partici
pation Study of School Policy
in New York City co-editor of
Confrontation at Ocean Hill
Brownsville and director of The
Institute for Community Studies at
Queens College which is currently
evaluating the experimental school
districts in New York City
Barbara Goldstein freshman
music major at Beaver has been
accepted to study uith Jean Casa
deans this suninier at the American
Conservatory of Music in Fontaine-
bleau Fiance She auditioned
Mr Casadesus at the Master Cla
which was held here oa Fcbrwuy
and was chosen to join the 150
students and 70 pianists uho studv
with the Casadesus family Sandy
Cariipbell another participant in
the Master Class will also take
part ifl th program a-i ski ha
done preViouSy She is the lb
year old daughter of Mrs
Campbell an accomplished piano
teacher who gives lessons to girls
such as Barbara at Beaver
Barbara native of New York
City will be instructed by Mr
Casadesus one hour week and
will be part of his Master Class
In addition she will take courses
in French and ear-training at the
Conservatory She is thrilled to
have this unique oppos trinity
Barbara will be returning to Dna-
ver in September
Mr asadesus spencL six months
of each year at the Conservatory
and the other half of the year at
Harpur College in Binghamton
New York aS artist-in-residence
Eiwarthmore Senior
To Talk on Peace
Anti Racial Jnstice
Tomorrow February at 730
p.m in the Faculty Lounge Phoenix
will present John Braxton who will
be speaking on how the Peace
Movement in America ties in with
the movements for racial and ceo-
nomic justice John Braxton
man of action was recently presi
dent of the Swarthmore student
body and is now finishing his sen
br year at Swarthmore Two
years ago he boarded ship of aid
the Phoenix headed for North
Vietnam on its second voyage He
returned and spoke at Beaver on
this subject last year member
of the Quaker Action Group John
has had extended experience in not
only the Peace Movement in the
United States but also the black
and slum areas in Philadelphia
Mr Braxtons lecture is one of
series of monthly discussions pre
seated by Phoenix the campus in-
terfaith group that deals with cur-
rent issues in variety of differing
religious communities John will
also discuss the unique Quaker
blend of faith and works giving
his reasons why he thinks the
Quakers have been long standing
men of action
Earth Day April 22 and the
week preceding April 22 will be
spectacular event in the Philadel
phia area according to Professor
Ian McHarg chairman of the de
partment of landscape architecture
and regional planning at the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania At re
gional planning meeting at the
University on February Profes
sor McHarg and the steering com
mittee composed of faculty mem
hers graduate and undergraduate
students at Penn and representa
tives from other schools and the
community discussed plans for the
week Their aim is to involve the
entire city and surrounding area
in week long sensitizing experi
ence in enviroimient All of the
money for this project is being do-
nated by industry An extensive
sum has already been provided
Ten yadurte students in fine
arts at nfl terve devoted their
senior work studies to the environ-
mental problems of Philadelphia
The result of their work will be
used in planning for this event
Guest speakers will highlight the
program Ralph Nader Loren
Elseley Immense Journey Sena
tor Muskie Russell Train Senator
Gaylord Nelson are among the
names the committee feels confi
The
annual Public Affairs Symposium
of Dickinson College was held Feb
ruary 8-11 with the topic Science
and Public Policy Environmental
Pollution The theme we have
met the enemy and he is us re
fleets the tone of the four day for-
urn It started off with subtly
biting and intellectually striking
keynote by Dr Barry Commoner
whose ideas guided the organiza
tion of the symposium Dr Corn-
moner author of Science and Sur
viral is an ecologist from Wash-
ington University in St Louis
where he heads the Center for the
Biology of Natural Systems He
has come into great deal of pub-
licity lately along with the rise of
interest in the environmental trag
edy Dr Commoner participated
in discussions all day Monday and
in panel that night with Stewart
Udall after an address by the
former Secretary of the Interior
Mr tJdall will be at Beaver March
24 to speak on Limits An Im
perative of the 1970s
Tuesday at Dickinson more
classes took place on conservation
and values as well as films and an
address by population research-
ist The symposium wound up
Wednesday with workshops and
teach-in sessions on Energy and
Pollution Population and Pollution
The Consumer and Pollution The
Science of Pollution Later that
day CBS documentaries were
shown resolutions were presented
and Senator Gaylord Nelson pre
seated the final address
Dickinson students and faculty
did tremendous job of planning
and presenting the symposium
Everyone attending could gain full
advantage of exhibits which were
displayed The theme was stated
clearly and sincerely and the point
dent they will be able to obtain
Judy Collins Paul Newman and the
cast of Hair will provide lighter
entertainment
Demonstrations and exhibits
would be housed in large civic
center to be constructed somewhere
in the Philadelphia area The arch-
itecture students at Penn are pres
ently submitting plans for this ecu-
ter
In an effort to bring information
into the classrooms teach-ins in
the elementary and high schools
have been planned Television end
radio stations will be covering the
activities to further increase the
number of people involved
Penn is calling on all ministers
priests and rabbis in the area to
declare April 19 Darth Sunday
The University will invite these
clergymen to meet at Penn before
the week of April 22 to discuss en-
vironment and religion
Students and faculty on Beavers
campus have expressed an Interest
in participating whole-heartedly in
these activities by initiating pro-
jects during the next two months
at the college very important
coordinating meeting will be held
Wednesday February 18 at 430
p.m in Heinz Lounge for nil inter-
ested faculty arid student members
taken but strongly well-delivered
Dr Commoner opened the whole
issue Sunday night with The
Crisis in Our ivironment
presented the ecological disaster
with wit indisputable facts and
raised questions after one would
have complacently thought all the
questions had been raised Th
aim of the forum was to develop
an awareness of the situation and
Dr Commoner is well-prepared for
such feat he has been trying to
tell people for years that the din-
aster was occurring The reasons
why all the attention comes now
assail our senses every day
Now what is under it all Whats
happening and is anything really
effectually being done Dr Corn-
moner unearthed information and
clarified much of what weve been
hearing recently
Paradoxical Situation
We have paradox in our so-
ciety in that the pollution and de
gradation clash with the magnifi
cent progress of our age Dr
Commoner specified that every
human activity depends on the
ecosphere yet the major threat is
our technology which itself depends
totally on the environment the
threat is the very success in achiev
ing our designed aims For in-
stance our new fertilizers increase
crops but the soils nitrate level as
well cars contribute vast amounts
of pollution to the atmosphere in-
secticides now kill pests prey ra
ther than just the pests He then
gave three handles ecological laws
to be used to grasp any situation
with which we come in contact
first everything is connected to
everything else second every-
thing has to go somewhere third
theres no such thing as free
Continued on Page Col
The Weather
overexposed
Parietals Reach Standstill
by Sandy Thompson
Any decisions that would cerned the colleges obligation to
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Meeting Will Be Held February 18
For Interested Students and Faculty
Barbara Goldslen
fessed Dr Gates this is the first
time the first time that
con- Continued on Page Col
N.Y CIty School Crisis
Discussed by Dr Gittell
Dr Commoner Keynotes Forum
On Ecology at Dickinson College
by Jane Robinson
well-conceived well-timed of the forum was not only well-
Dr Gittell Decentralization or recentralization
by Marilyn Green
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Today the Dining Room
Tomorrow lie World
The scene is the dining room Lunch the
hubcap of the great tire controvel sy has ken
on the glow of political $5O-apIate affair Each
table is crowded by activists Beavers answer to
the new generation
We who aie going to abo1ih the aft end all
wai feed the starving eliminate pollution etafl
lih equality for all do away with hypocrisy and
live 1ite to the fuflst have cnme to this veiy din
ing room to begin our endeavors
Perhaps to fully undei stand the depths to which
our ideals reach into our souls we should listen in
on one of these heated discussions of the future
and our respective roles
Whos running for president
dont know May have the salt
engrossed in the Times cannot believe
whats going on in Biafra Its worse now than it
was during the war The United States isnt doing
anything about it either to Hows the tuna
fish today
Not good Arent school elections coming
up soon
Faculty Drops Religion
In their meeting of February the faculty voted
to drop the religion requirement from the curricu
lum This decision was made to provide more
flexible and open curriculum Until recently as
church-related college Beaver was required to pro-
vide students with classroom confrontation with
the Judeo-Christian heritage This requirement has
been discontinued by the Board of Christian Educa
tion of the Presbyterian Church
The faculty also voted to participate in the
World University Service drive for the benefit of
under-developed nations On night still to be
designated faculty will serve as waiters and wait-
resses in the college dining room Tips from the
students will be given to the
c0
eLrnjl SludenLi Jacu4i
The Committee on Educational Policy has demon-
strafed lack of insight and foresight in handling
the current proposals from the English department
regarding its restructuring With the revision of
core requirements last year ceiling of 11 courses
was placed on each major in the various departments
of the college It is interesting that this stipula
tion does not appear in the college catalogue or
student handbook The rationale behind this ccii-
ing was to insure that students would receive
truly liberal education by limiting the number of
courses they could elect in any one field am not
contesting the validity of this reasoning now what
am contending is that the English department
feels the effect of this course limitation to much
greater extent than any other department The
alternatives presented to the Educational Policy
Committee to alleviate this ituation have been re
peatedly rejected This is unfortunate not only for
English majors but for the college as whole
Dr William Bracy chairman of the English de
partment recently suggested the formation of
Comparative Literature discipline as separate di-
vision within the curriculum This would make the
subdivisions of English Comparative Literature and
Theatre Arts comparable to French Spanish and
German within the foreign language department
and the interdisciplinary nature of History Coy-
ernment Philosophy Religion Math Science Psy
chology Sociology etc By co-listing courses in
these corresponding majors other departments have
managed to lessen the bind of the ceiling Why is
the Committee being dtfflcult about English
If Beaver expects to have an effective English
department one that can draw an exceptional staff
it is now in the process of appointing additional
professors for next year it must set up more
integrated program that can utilize the resources
of its faculty to its fullst extent Unfortunately
the college is not large enough or well Pfl ugh en-
dowed to sustain separate departments in Classics
Asian or Afi in Studi But wc could delinlcly
xpafld the ff ii of the th p-I ueiut by Lilowing
Vie fa uIty to ii nr th ir major Ii ld of
flI r-1 fll hcin in dc iii lea I-
lug il1l lc th limits of iii
ib ri lifti in ic tudent II nOt be
11 to oIct Ii sq i1lZ1 course their
itio In tion ir tb Cu culuni would be Olfltl
Fe tlLt llC ul lizOd cur woili
pvc of wei
cur iilum it is ni ii tht dour
Ilu ut be ii li ndntcdT.A.
cTrc anymore jt aut to get away froun brie
Somcbody got do it just hope some-
cers
loxut wotry sniobudy will want to see their
u1 poste something
cannot we any one of us as Cl cdi-
\VJl you know the same old people nih
run Theres certain type that alwayR ends up
holding offices
Well it wont be in thats for uro
all laugh and agree
And so America you can see jut what this
gcnerdtion will do iou xi and the horrible world
you havr created for us You need not hi awake
at nights for we will keep the world tinning we
will resdhve all of your unonawered problems We
will save the Indians the blacks the air the water
the Biafrans the value of the dollar and the
Salvation Army
But do not ask us to give any thought to trivial-
itie$ such as Student Governments We know how
to approach the situation we will start at the top
and work down to the bottom when we finish
lunch S.B.T
Carlh Wech ff.Jo .Jeaci
hose /lJho 2o not Jnow
We are bringing up eeoogy once again it cant be or-
gotten And just talking about it will change nothing at a11
people dont change their opinions unless they are made to
act to participate to commit Earth Day April 22 will pro-
vide such an opportunity for participation We at Beaver do
not have the resources of law school or of medical school re
searchers But elciything we do and eventually become is part
of the environment Arid as college community we have an
obligation to inform to teach those who do not know If we
ourselves could make our campus attuned to the problem of
ecology and actually involved in the planning of Earth Week
we would be accomplishing great deaL Of even greater im
portance is the work we could then do in the community For
what other reason are we involved in this educational ex
perience
We do have an excellent art department Architecture
students at the I1niversity of Pennsylvania were given the
assignment of designing the Civic Center which would be used
for the Earth Week planning its location and creating dis
plays Couldnt such project be assigned here Posters are
badly needed the kind of imaginative well-designed posters
which the Beaver art students do so well These would be
used throughout the city
We have science department with majors who are in-
volved in environmental research right now Perhaps they
could give talks demonstrations set up the sort of visual
tactile presentation which is such an excellent attention-getter
We have student teachers and many other students who
could take part in an elementary school teach-in aided by the
speaker-kits which the central committee will be providing
by designing programs for the classrooms This especially
would be helpful
Every section of the school could be involved Every
professor could consider and discuss the ways in which his
particular field is involved with and affected by ecology
Faculty members have already begun to examine the possibili
ties of their individual fields Discussions in class would in-
form students and make them very aware of the problem
With this awareness collectively we might move to work
within the community telling people about garbage and waste
and dirty water and filthy air informing them of what the
individual can do to arrest pollution The burden of respon
sibility rests with those who possess the knowledge it must
be shared
4nJff/hooeWhoJh
In recent speech at Dickinson College prominent ecolo
gist Barry Commoner made an interesting observation regard-
jug President Nixons recent apparently fervent interest in
the environment and ecology Ecology does not hat any
liticlll dl geographic boundaries said Mr Commoner If
Mr Nixon is So flXIOUS to be knonn as the first ceo-president
if ho is truly interested in ecology and mans survival wouldnt
it be in oider to begin his caniaigfl by ending the incredible
devastition of ietnam country with an environment that
bcen brutally and ceaselessly attacked for 20 years
hew we send environment in Care package Mr
Pi esident
lion neither can we shrug it
off as easy or appealing as it
may be Regardless of the fact
that it might be the most desirous
chose faire to make quick
get-away on the weekends there is
good chance that some of this
one-way traffic could he channeled
back by an availability of weekday
facilities Hand-in-hand Student
Citizen and Community are be-
coming polarized rather than syn
chronized Certainly no one cx-
pects mob scene at the library or
book store at 10 00 Saturday
mornings but reduced availability
is too often good reason or feeble
excuse for leaving the scene of the
crime
college experience and expan
sion with academics playing
somewhat steady role should not be
postponed or stopped by week-
end It is somewhat like leaving
the parakeet with no food and an
open door
Gil Bonfietti
Continued on Page Col
Detour
President Gates veto of the 24-hour pane-
tal proposal was disappointing anticlimax
to three months of student discussion and pro-
posal composing From the beginning stu
dents on both sides of the issue regarded pa-
nietals as solely student-oriented affair stu
dent leaders have proposed it predominantly
student committees have examined the prob
lems involved However Dr Gates illustrated
in his talk with the students that 24-hour par-
ietals and the change in campus life which
such system would bring is the concern of all
elements of the college community parents
trustees faculty and administration as well
as students It may well be that Beavers
whole system of value placement needs to be
examined But now in the middle of Se-
mester working within the present system
and value structure of Beaver College paren
tal opinion and trustee consent are necessary
elements of decision-making on this scale
At the beginning of the semester con-
tractual agreement was made between the
school and each parent Moving away from
the role of in loco pccreitis the college placed
the decision of students social regulation
between paient and daughter This was an
agi cement
It is true that student polls have illustrated
that majority of students sire houi
parietals And we do attempt to opeiatc the
SGO under democratic system lion ever
there is substontial minority of about 200
students which CS not want 24-hour p-u ie
tsls and presently th ye can be no a1teiw
tiie ifered lleally lifierellt lii ing qtiai ters
either separate ills or separite dormitoi ies
could be esttblishcd to provide for thoe with
varying viewpoints But such dormitOli
system is impossible now durin thi seme
It is unfortunate that parents and trust that why wantto know who
ees were not broudit into the discussion at uunniuig in Pu
earlier date it is UP fortuiìatc that \vr ti 0km runnn soiuietuing
powel and responsibility in this matter wa ad aut rdl hi rghi 4eeee4
not qualified and defined before cimpus senti- ishi tint on cml enemy
ment grew to its presellt proportions But pust an the grouf luard thuat
its crumbled cookie now spilt milk luau nig foi vu ci nt
It is necessary now to solve thc piolulerns Sliu ilo dn5ll.u aft axtion
To the Editor We cannot throw the entire bur
which have developed to exmine all sides of arL ti lu dill re in our rli that is tune for conceun
of art ma- den rather sizable one of pro-
the ieIT with rnaturil Wi in us lo be- could run obody Id ii ii jOi5 as well urs art dilettantes viding
some academic and inteihec
yond individual demands to th mends of way Tin duindhing opportunities
for tual stimuli onto the administua
the entire collete \Vill studeni one gv and Our cia ho Sihuuts inc the student to utilize the facilities
interest he sustained in WOrkflt fw as dis-
parietal now
in the Benton Spruance Center
taut goal as September
__
lu Nobody ever ffi rnything
dcn uricl Ii ed to think ab ut ifl
ii to ichool politic but Ive given up ju ut dont
if00 fl1an/ aci/tfic3 Ci3J on /iUee/wnclo
body does
name
have now reached an all-time low
The studios hours are not only cut
from 1100 to 1000 on week-
nights but on the weekends where
the student has only three hours
on Saturday and Sunday 200 to
500
This disquietude should be
shrred with all students of this
mmunity The college has been
closing number of its windows
In doing so either the college is
assuming trend or cycle hatched
by the student or vice-versa To
pin the blame on either body will
simply be playing futile game ot
volleyball The fact remains that
weekends are naturally as-
suumed by most great majority
Beaver students to be the crux
of their educational syndrome
where academics et cetera revolva
around this social nucleus 2.1
The college also treats the week-
ends in similar light and adjusts
academically oriented programs
around this viewing
If there is one advantage to uni
versity life that rests above all the
others freedom to try out your
theories without threatening your
job or raise is perhaps the most
important college student can
debate and expand his views to his
hearts content and even try them
out without many risks The tu
tor who really didnt get through
to the little boy that she was
teaching doesnt have to answer to
anyone for it The experience is
often for him to learn and improve
despite his more noble inten
tions This taking advantage of
the freedom of experimentation
and growth that college life offers
characterizes both the art and
literary sections of the current
Gargoyle staffs
But before discuss some of the
new techniques that Gargoyle is
trying in order to improve the
magazine let me mention some
general guidelines that are fol
lowed The art staff always aims
for unity of design It is un.fair
in liberal arts college to ask the
artists to sacrifice all their crea
tivity to the poets We are cur-
rently discussing the possibility of
having an issue of poetry to back
up the themes of the artists but
until that time the art staff will
never be asked to just illustrate
magazine They maintain dig-
nity of their own with central-
ized unity of design and theme for
the whole Issue Sometimes their
plans work more than others on
occasion they do not work at all
but without experimentation art
and literary history would be
pretty starved digest
The literary staffs standards
are twofold First submission
must have literary merit It would
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Continued from Page Col
.Jheatre P/ahop 1%t
..7o Charge .Jacuây
To the Editor
As the faculty adviser to Thea-
ter Plyshop would like to offer
some clarification of the present
misunderstanding about student
faculty tickets for Playshop pro-
ductions Even though the Execu
tive Council of SGO appears to
want to remain silent on this mat-
ter feel silence will only lead
to further misunderstanding and
ill-will
Last fall members of Theater
Playshop adopted the following
changes in ticket policy Bea
ver College students would be
charged 5O for Friday Saturday
and Sunday afternoon perform-
ances the faculty would be
charged $1.00 per ticket for the
same performances charges
for persons outside of the College
would remain at $2.00 $1.00 for
non-Beaver students
As Theater Playshop is stu
dent organization governed and
financed by SGO these changes
were submitted to the Executive
Council and taken up at their Sep
tember 24 1969 meeting Accord-
ing to the minutes of that meeting
the Council discussed and approved
only the matter of charging stu
dents The issue of whether to
charge faculty members was not
discussed learned later that the
Council did not feel they had juris
diction over matters concerning the
faculty
Since the fall tion have
discovered that even if the Execu
tive Council had approved of our
charging faculty members we
could not have rightfully done so
without approval of the faculty
nd administration it was not
be hard in this article to adequately
define literary merit however
there are several things that the
sta1 most often finds in the poems
that are accepted freshness in
approach originality in presenta
tion continuity of rhythm that en-
hances tone both in prose and
poetry theme and metaphor that
is consistent or reason why It is
not control over the rhythm and
devices used and progression of
ideas
Second the literary merit must
be consistent The hardest prob
lem which arises at every meeting
is the poem that has strong un
derlying theme and literary tech-
nique but which has one or two
lines that are inconsistent either
in quality or theme The IAterary
Staff strives to publish only good
literature It does not reject any-
thing that is not the very best but
it rejects with criticism and ex
planation to each writer all that
writing which fails to have con-
sistent literary merit
The literary meetings are urn-
que combination of formal pro-
cedure and enthusiastic debates
All na.mes are removed by the lit-
erary editor as they are submitted
and the pieces themselves are num
bered and put in folder on re
erve in the Library for all to read
before the meeting Each individ
ual member of the literaiy staff
reads and lists her own vote for
each number along with the rea
sons for her choice and criticism
During the meeting each member
casts her vote for each numbered
submission and states her reasons
and criticisms Seldom is the vote
unanimous Many explanations
and arguments ensue among the
Continued on Page Col
our intention to circumvent or de
ceive the authority of SGO the
faculty or the administration
we apologize
The question of whether stu
dents should be charged for two
evenings one which can only be
answered by the student body As
there have been no vocal objections
or injunctions we can only assume
that this policy is not objection-
able It was only when received
petition signed by 30 faculty
members that realized the weight
of faculty objections SGO and
the students they represent must
rcalize that silence can only be
interpreted as approval
should like to emphasize that
Theater Playshop is student or-
ganization and my role as adviser
is just that an adviser do
not wish to make policy or in any
way dictate action Therefore if
the membership of that organiza
tion wishes to reopen the question
of tickets they may do so but
the initiative must come from the
students
Will all who read this letter
please spread the word that the
faculty will not be charged for the
next two productions of Theater
Playshop Students of Beaver
College may come without charge
on Wednesday and Thursday eve-
nings and Sunday afternoons The
outside audience will be charged
$2.00 per ticket unless they can
prove they are non-Beaver stu
dents in which case they would be
charged 1.oo
Our winter production Deli-
cate Balance by Edward Albee
will open Wednesday evening Feb
ruary 25 and run until Sunday
ternoon March You are urged
to get your ticket reservations in
early to avoid having to sit deli-
cately balanced on window sill
Thank you Peace
Peter Moller
BEAVER NEWS
Trip Planned
By Art Dept
by Cindy Burleigh
All students are invited to join
an art department trip to Balti
more Maryland on Saturday
March which will include visits
to two of the most outstanding gal-
leries in the United States
At the Baltimore Museum of
Art students will be able to see
the Cone Collection fine exhibi
tion of 19 and 20 century French
painting The Cones were relatives
of Gertrude Stein and were early
sponsors of Matisse and cubist
artists The museum has fine
collection of pre-Columbian
Oceanic and African primitive
art as well
The trip aLso includes the Wal
ters Gallery which houses collec
tions of Byzantine and Medieval
art containing mosaics manu
scripts and stained glass There
is also Egyptian Near-Eastern
and Classical art and large Wa-
play of Renaissance paintings
Mr Jack Davis chairman of the
fine arts department has arranged
for dinner at Haussners well-
known restaurant in Baltimore
which features German cooking and
has great deal of art displayed
on its walls
Buses will leave from Heinz at
845 a.m and will return at ap
proximately midnight The cost of
the trip will be from six to eight
dollars plus dinner at Haussners
which starts at about $2.50 In-
terested students may sign up on
the bulletin board in the art stu
dio or may send their names to
Mr Davis by February 25 Guests
are welcome but once signed up
students are responsible for the
cost of the bus
Most of the departments faculty
will be going and although they
will not be giving tours they will
answer questions and discuss the
exhibitions with students
student Charge
To the Editor
Beaver students are requested to
pay an admission charge of 50
for the Friday and Saturday eve-
ning performances of DeZicate
Balance This is in the form of
donation to Theatre Playshop as
It is noted on the tickets and if
the student is unable to pay she
will not be charged
Kay Salz
Publicity Director
Theatre Playshop
eLtrary kep/ei
To the Editor
After reading Anna Smiths ax-
tide in the February issue of the
Beaver News was particularly
distressed by her statement now
know why people hate to go to
the library hate to go myself
There are many implications in
this statement the first being that
everyone hates to go to the library
If this is so then there is an obvi
ous lack of communication between
students and the librarian because
this librarian is dedicated to mak
lug the library place for all stu
dents to use
Students come to the library for
various reasons quiet place to
study place to get reserve books
reference help in locating material
arid books to use for study re
search and leisure reading If the
library is not fulfilling these needs
for you or if there are other rea
Sons that make the library place
that you hate to come to now
offer the entire student body
challenge Lets get the gripes
out in the open and lets do some-
thing about them together Come
to see me in my office wzite let-
tars to the Beaver News organize
student library committee We
the library staff are willing to do
our share how about you
Miriam WeiSs
If the outlook Beaver-graduate
cynthia Prouty gave the woman of
1970 In search of career in tele
vision is at all indicative of the
state of things in other fields then
Beaver seniors may be in deep
trouble
According to Mrs Prouty who
addressed group of students on
Wednesday February in the Rose
Room the problem with women in
television seems to be one of
precedence The industry has al
ways been dominated by men and
woman may consider herself
honored to break the tradition
The reason so few women seem to
make good in the production end
of TV lies in the very nature of the
industry The hours frequently
exceed 50 week the work is ted-
ious the pressures are incredible
and for woman the pay is auto-
matically lower Not much reward
for hard pull is it
However Mrs Prouty consoles
us that despite all the tight spots
and shortage of funds television is
by Cindy
The Works Gallery at 2017
Locust Street is currently running
show of Eskimo art While the
show is very pleasing in itself its
objects somehow dont belong in
gallery They express reverance
for nature
The show is made up of group
of prints from the Baffin Bay area
in Alaska and beautiful collec
tion of small carved animals and
figures The carvings are all of
bone or stone which have neither
been colored nor polished This Is
one of the most impressive ideas
that occurs Also this craft is
the work of person living in
minimal environment compared to
the awesome abundance of amen
cana where we might scrape hard
to hone one concept into mini-
mal state At the same time we
are not very sensitive to what is
by Nancy Croup
The Peace Action Coalition of
Eastern Montgomery County dedi
cated to an end to the war in Viet
nam and revised priorities for na
tional spending will sponsor town
meeting at the Ogontz Junior High
School on February 23 at p.m
The meeting is in keeping with the
purpose of PACEM to make the
war an alive issue among as many
members of the conununity as pea-
sible Mr Edgar Schuster profes
sor of English has been instru
mental in organizing this PACEM
activity
The key speaker for the meeting
will be Congressman William
Green Jr Other speakers experts
in the fields of local government
the needs of the minority pollu
tion and peacetime economics will
be Rev Robert Smith Mr Irwin
Shapiro Mr Dwight Dimdore
Dr Richard DuBoff and Dr Emory
Holland husband of Mrs Muriel
1% Pahinj
To the Editor
The area by the fireplug between
Heinz Hail and the Dining Hall
has been posted with new red signs
reading No Parking Order of
the Fire Marshal
These signs place that area be-
tween the two signs under the
jurisdiction of the Cheltenham
Township Police Fire Department
Violations of this No Parking
zone at any time can and will be
ticketed by the Cheltenham P0-
lice and fines levied by them
Andrew Muller
an exciting field and she wouldnt
trade her job for any other In the
world She has come to under-
stand how the male minds in the
business operate and can anticipate
and refute the all-too-popular reply
to request for raise But Mrs
Prouty women just dont make
that much money
So to all perspective Beaver job-
seekers If you think you want to
engage in steady combat television
is the place for you In fact tele
vision needs you It needs few
women who are determined enough
and tough enough to fight for the
long-overdue recognition of the
woman in television Dont let
them think we cant take it And
if TV isnt your bag there must be
at least dozen other fields that
refuse to grant the basic female
Constitutional right to equal op
pontunity So when you go off to
pound on doors dont smile sweetly
when the subject of low pay
comes up Think about It
Its not laughing matter
Burleigh
around us and necessarily so
Eskimo art is not conceptual
abstraction it is celebration of
existence The object of the Es-
kimos work is the animals on
which he depends Also his image
may be constructed of bone It Is
beautiful unity of existence Al-
though the form is simple it is
strikingly representational The
sculpture suggests power and
grace the strength of the Eskimo
in his sustained wait in the hunt
The show is in the back room of
The Works the front room hous
lag crafts from South America
and some pottery and furniture
The room that the Eskimo show
is in is very small and great
surprise to anyone who makes it
in to Philadelphia in the next few
weeks
Holland of Beavers hlstory-gov
ernment department The speeches
will be followed by an hour and
half of open discussion Several
Beaver students will be serving as
ushers
PACEM is an effectively-funo.
tioning leaderless fundless coop-
erative peace group The primary
intent of formulating the five
month old organization was to re
channel the efforts of several dis
tinct peace groups into single
direction and it was this concept
that inspired the groups first ac
tivity participating in the march
on Washington Among the groups
supporting PACEM are the New
Democratic Coalition the Womens
Strike for Peace the Abington
Friends Peace Committee the
World Federalists USA the Wo
mens International League and
SANE
The meeting will be filmed for
viewing on Channel 12
Dorm Conunittee is sponsor-
lug the movie Sunrise at Camp-
obello on February 18 In the
Art Gallery of the Ubrary at
500 p.m
Tuesday Februy 970
Gargoyle High ugh ts Interaction
Between Art and Literary Staffs
by Margaret Cron
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Cynthia Prouty TV Work
Hard but Exciting Field
by Nancy Croup
The Works Holds Eskimo Art Show
Peace Coalition Will Host
Congressman Wm Green
COMMUNICATE
The Facul-fea Chaf foday af
400 Sponsored by fhe French
Club and the forgn language
deparfrnenf
Pianist Jean Casadesus played
with technieal skill and great dex
terity on Wednesday evening to an
aidience which filled Murphy
Chapel to its capacity
Bachs Fantasia demands pre
cision delicacy and great pianistic
skill wtth its broken arpeggios and
rapid trills and here Casadesus
displayed his ability
He played
with distinct clarity throughout
the
technically demanding sections
The study of John Calvin his
thought life and spiritual
warfare
as his response to
the problem of
evIl4ed Dr Hall to conclude that
warfare against evil is still
neces
sary and that in our
materialistic
society it has to be spiritual
Evil IS defined by Dr Hall as
anything destructive
conspir
acy between all forces psychologi
cal and physical material ener
geiic and intellectual which
tend
to destroy humanity to destroy
human relationship and life
Disease fear hatred technological
warfare race riots poverty the
concrete canyons of Manhattan
which symbolize the forces which
threaten to crush the
human
psyche are the demonic forces
PARIETALS STAND STILL
Continued from Page Col
have had to say no Any change
In parietals at this time
Is impos
sible As for next semester
he continued that do not have
the authority to say However
1r Gates did say that the work of
the evaluation committee
will con-
tinue
Following Dr Gates statements
concerning 24-hour parietals
there
was considerable discussion
from
the floor During this time it was
generally agreed
that since the de
cisiOn rests with the trustees
student meeting with the trustees
should be arranged as soon as
possible
sions In the Presto movement his
inhibitions gave way to power and
emotion and fine interpretation
was the result
The apostle Paul saw love joy
peace patience faithfulness gen
tleness and self-control as the
fruits of the spirit Dr Hall feels
that the future will be the age of
the spirit The scientific revolu
tion the youth revolution and the
black revolution are some of the
symptoms In their affirmatAons
of love joy and peace the revolu
tions are working toward this fu
ture Dr Hall feels we must use
these concepts and the symbols to
express them as some of the weap
ons of warfare against evil
The tools of art are essential
weapons too The value of art
is that it makes Jvil sensate so we
can touch it taste it smell it hear
it see it coming Make evil visi
ble make it stand still con-
crete and nude for us to deal
with Dr Hall has organized an
exhibit of his students terms pap-
ers which express some of the mod-
em theologians ultimate concern
in the form of paintings posters
and illustrations This exhibit
represents for him common front
against evil It is what he means
by spiritual warfare It is the idea
he will try to outline in his
forth-
coming book
February 18 The RtssaflS In-
sights Through L4teratureSCefleS
from Gogols Overcoat Chekovs
The Cherry Orchard Pasternaks
Dr Zhivago DostoyevskyS Broth-
ers Karamazov and TurgeTheVS
Fathers and eons 130 p.m in
classroom 120
In addition to these films lec
ture will be given by Mr Clifford
Taylor oomposer who will dis
cuss trends in the development of
modern music Mr Jack Davis
will deliver lecture on the
de
velopment of impressionism
in
painting and Dr Sui-Chi Huang
will discuss existentialiSiTh Other
faculty lecturers will include
Dr
William Bracy Mr Thomas Bar-
low and Mr Edgar Schuster
series is open to all stu
1k Macek Speaks
tin Ilruq REsearch
do
Dr Mwek is member of the
American Pharmaceutical Associa
tion Aimertean Chemical Society
New York Academy of Sciences
International pharmaceutical Fed-
eration and other scientific groups
He received his B.S Pharmacy
at Rutgers UniversitY M.S phar
macy at the University of Florida
and his Ph.D Biochemistry-Phy
siology at Rutgers University
The Africa 70 Series will
sponsor three movies South
Afriea White Apartheid and
Black South africa on Febru
ary 17 in the Rose Room of the
Castle at 800 p.m
BEAVER NEWS
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Csadesus Displays Delicate StyleFjIms hi Suippleiuunt
ILit East and WnsI
The English department has an-
nounced the agenda for the series
of lectures and films it is sponsor-
ing In conjunction with the Litera
ture East West course The
schedule is as follows
News Review
Tuesday February 970
Viscontis The Damned
Sickness Blood Boredom
by Sandy Thompson
Pianist Casadesu listens intently to participants
in his
Master Class
by Kathy Ilellyar
February 23 The Inspector-
General Gogol Russian clas
sic comedy which ridicules the
Czarist regime 730 p.m in the
Library Lecture Room
March 23 The Trial Kafka
30 in the Library Lecture Room
April 27 The World of Apu
Satyiajat Ray 30 In the Li-
brary Lecture Room
May The Rite of Love and
Death Yukio Mtshuna 30 p.m
In an age that is becoming more many turned even members
of the
and more media-centered enough same family against each other
at least to force our Vice-Presi
dent to lose control from time to
time it is increasingly important
that we learn to use the media to
the highest degree of effectiveness
For example television should not
be merely pastime for house-
wives but rather valuable corn-
municatOr of ideas political ed
ucational and aesthetic Radio in-
stead of broadcasting hysterical
disc-jockeys selling junk should
develop into musical collages news
forums and centers for debate and
discussion as many FM and mi
derground stations have already
done
But ideally what should movie
be Fhst movie must be en-
joyable in order to be successful
To be enjoyable it must have con-
tinuity balance plot credibility
where credibility is desired To go
further movie must be relevant
to the audience more than super-
ficial in meaning well-acted well-
written and well-directed
Luchino Viscontis The Damned
misses on many if not all of these
The concluding Six Preludes of
Debussy found Mr CasadesuS on
home base and were the focal
point of the entire program
Eth
ereal delicacy sombre harmonies
and firm and decisive rhythmic
passages highlighted these works
of his fellow countryman The
In Beethovens Appassionata technically
and musically difficult
Sonata he chose to understate the Feux dArtifice
with its mixture of
tremendous intensity thus giving resonant ha.rplike
qualities power-
it unique style of his own
The ful fortissimo octaves and vib
main theme was always kept alive rantly rapid
scale passages thrilled
and vibrant even in his lightly and
the audience Their applause
delicately articulated style
His showed their appreciation and Mr
fluid WriSt movement enabled him Casadesus generously
played two
to execute the numerous ornamen-
encores which were equally well
tations and rapid octave succes-
received
it is lost
The family includes Martin
Helmut Berger the Barons
grandson Sophia Ingrid Thulin
Martins mother Friederich Bruck
mann Dirk Bogarde Sophias
lover and prospective family head
Herbert Thallman husband of the
Barons grandniece Elizabeth
Charlotte Rampling Baron Kon
stantin Rene Koildehoff the Ba-
rons nephew and his son Guenther
Renaud Verley and Asohenbach
HelmUt Griem cousin
In order to fully appreciate this
family one must know little more
about them Martin the sickest
goes through transvestitism
child-
molesting and murder all the lie-
suits of his Oedipal desires which
climax in his mothers bed Sophia
so seemingly strong greedy manly
is finally reduced to mentally
void shell after her experience with
her son Friederich is willing to do
anything for power and begins his
string of murders by killing the old
Baron as he lies asleep on the night
of his birthday Herbert and his
points
wife are reasonably sane but fall
Whatever the original idea be- victims to Friederichs conniving
hind the film all that is communi- Guenther is an
idealistically
cated by the final product is there thoughtful
student who becomes
This
are some really disgusting people member of the Gestapo in
the end
in the world And since it is so Aschenbaeh is stereo-typed Nazi
dents
difficult to actually believe any- Konstantin fat greedy pig
thing that happens in the story Unconvincing
even that is weak As said this family is obviously
The actual story is that of an doomed from the start But they
industrially powerful family dyn- are further
doomed by the actors
asty in Germany during Hitlers inability
to convince anyone of
rise to power Headed by the Ba- anything One can
almost hear the
Dr Thomas Macok director of ron Joachim von Essenbeck Al- director saying Okay Dirk get
pharmaceutical Research and De- brecht Schoenhals the family is hysterical now since you cant
velopment at Merck Sharp and eventually destroyed by their in- fake crying Renaud turn your
Dohine Incorporated spoke on edibly sick minds The force face away now when say
Opportunities and Challenges of destroys the family is prob- go everybody look EVIL But
New Drug Research at meeting ably supposed to be Hitlers cor- they dont they look
like actors
10
rupt government However
these trying to look evil The only exof the Science Club on February
particular people have been per- ceptions are
Helmut Griem and
Dr Macok who will take office trayed as such weak sniveling in- Charlotte Rampling who
do rela
next book he plans to write within
as president of the Academy of dividuals that they would destroy tively good jobs
of becoming alive
three years He sees his first task
Ph89Cut1C5i Sciences American each other In Disneyland And so on the screen Another character
as creating vision of the whole
this the message is Hitlers Ger- Continued on Page
Cot
to develop perspective to in-
rephrased the tItle of his
form himself as to what the tasks
talk as What do do now that
have science degree As he
are what needs to be done and
to see it from the standpoint of the
explained drug research Industry
metaphor with the spirits
came as the result of the desire
to
sword the spiritual warfare
drugs safer which stemmed
against evil According
to Dr from the thalidomide
scare few
Hall all the weapons of natural
ys ago In the 1940s drug re
and social science are not enough
search had its first breakthrough
with the discovery of the sulfanila
to confront evil
mide drugs This was followed by
the antibiotic era synthetic vita-
mins anti-ln1lammatrY steroids
histamines mental health drugs
tranquilizers etc oral antidia
betics and vaccines During the
period from 1958 to 1968 three
hundred new drugs were developed
Dr Macek enumerated positions
for chemists biologists statisti
clans translators writers in
ans-
wer to the question what do
Dr Hall Publishes New Book
on Spiritual Warfare of Calvin
by Lillkun Oliva
tr Charles Halls book that our society
must fight
With the Spirits Sword
The The Spirits Sword
Drama of Spiritual Warfare in the Whence shall come the power
Theology John Calvin is now and the
tools to deal with these
available to the public
Dr Hall demons is the question Dr Hall
chaplain and associate professor
of is studytng and will discuss in the
religion at Beaver College
wrote
the study of John Calvins life
and
thought as his doctoral
dissertation
in theologY at the University
of
Basel
Five finger exercise
Tuesday February Il 1970 BEAVER NEWS Page Rye
Were going to send number
of innocents into the world from
here said Mr Horace Woodland
associate professor of education at
Beaver The statement well de
scribed the situation few years
ago when Beaver News editorial
accused the college of doing littie
to train teachers for city schools
Although it may still be largely
true something at least is now be
ing done
Something is an eight se
mester hour course in Special
Problems in Education which is
taught by Mr Woodland in the in
formal atmosphere of the Heinz
Lounge The study an orientation
for students about to practice
teaching aims to bring culturally
different environment into focus
Mr Woodland noted however that
only two students have requested
practice in Philadelphia schools
most still cling to nearby suburban
systems
Indirectly he said part of
my program is to develop new
value system in the student The
insensitivity appears to be univer
sal Lots of black students would
also have trouble in center city
schools Mr Woodland pointed
out
Operating under the principle
you cant send person into
situation he knows nothing about
Mr Woodland has arranged field
work for the future secondary
school teachers The class recently
observed Bok Technical High
School in Philadelphia The pre
dominantly black school
99 and 44/100%sits in neigh
borhood between the Black Pan
ther breakfast program area and
the home of alleged Cosa Nostra
leader Angelo Bruno
The high school is forced to ac
cept many students from the
highly selective Dobbins School
area
child may live block away
from Dobbins Mr Woodland ex
plained and not be asked to at
tend Determined to give their
1500 students an opportunity to
learn not to be taught the teach
ers decided to take advantage of
not too unique situation by becom
ing involved
Enthusiastic Students
just couldnt believe it said
Mrs Nancylee Zaucha part-time
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT
FILM PROGRAM
Feel free to attend these films
Chemistry Monday February
23 930 a.m Nitric Acid
Vanadium and Vibration of
Molecules
Chemistry 32 Monday Febru
ary 23 1130 a.m Molecu
lar Motions Vibration of Mol
ecules and Molecular Spec
troscopy
student The students were so
proud so dedicated and the teach-
ers were so enthusiastic Its
grossly underrated school
Excitement was the password of
the class In the math class ob
served all the students were really
excited Melissa Gregory said
They wanted to know if the two
triangles were equal One boy told
the teacher Oh cut the crap
if they both have right angles they
have to be equal He cared
The students produce local
television show each day Mrs
Zaucha continued She spoke of
Desire Smith Beaver 66 who is
an English teacher at Bok High
School and aids the students in the
production Every teacher there
is involved and the students have
great pride in thefr school They
showed us everything and they
asked Do you want to see this
and Can we do anything else
and Come back to the studio
again was amazed
The only member to be disen
chanted was Corinne Damiata She
observed the head of the mathema
tics department in his slow class
According to Corinne the class re
sponded with singular lack of in
terest He was describing the
complement of numbers in prob
lems but only once did he relate it
to something immediate One boy
fell asleep
The sole criticism of Melissas
was the repeated threats of one
math teacher who punished with
detentions and additional home
work Its against any psychol
ogy complained Melissa
Mr Woodland an English
teacher at Bok from 1959 through
196 explained the cooperation
and lack of tension Three strong
street gangs in Philadelphia con
trolled the school they probably
still do But the school is home as
far as the groups are concerned
and home is peaceful The situa
tion in the streets does not occur
in the school There had been
fighting previously he said but
meeting with teachers convinced
the gang leaders that in Mr
Woodlands words no bird
fouls up his own nest
At present move is underway
to eliminate academics from Bok
making the eight-story building
completely technical high school
Although students who wish to
take academic courses may attend
certain classes at nearby Columbia
High School the general feeling
expressed by Mr Woodland is
they just cant compete with the
academically oriented students
there Special Problems in Edu
cation class referred to the move
as destroying the school
Hoping to corral more campus
concern Mr Woodland plans to
organize an open field trip to Bok
Technical High School later this
semester It would be nice to
adopt the school he mused
Mrs Lillian Lent
To Exhibit Prints
by Jackie Manela
Lillian Lent assistant professor
of printmaking at Tyler School of
Fine Art will present several of
her works in an exhibit at the
Beaver Art Gallery next to At
wood Library The three-week ex
hibition titled Lillian Lent Prints
and Watercolors opens tomorrow
February 18
Mrs Lent some of whose works
are part of the permanent collec
tions of the Library of Congress
the New York Public Library and
the Philadelphia Museum of Art
will exhibit two portfolios linking
images and poetry One Letters
to Jorge Luis Borges refers to the
South American poet and writer
The second alludes to Sailing to
Byzantium by William Butler
Yeats and is named after the
poem
The former director of the Wood-
stock Graphic Workshop calls the
two series tribute to the poets
They are images connected to
poetry not illustrations of the
poems she said
The Art Gallery will also display
series of the artists recent wa
tercolors and prints reception
for Mrs Lent at 430 p.m wiii
follow tomorrows opening
ARE YOU RUNNING OR
ARE YOU RUNNING
BY 430 TODAY
Self-nominations for SGO of
fices must be in Box 424 by this
afternoon at 430 in order to be
accepted Elections will be held
Wednesday February 25 in the
Chat for the offices of SGO
President Vice-President Sec
retary Treasurer and Chairman
of Judicial Board Campaign
ing begins tomorrow Self-nom
ination blanks can be found at
desks in the dorm lobbies
SPANISH POETRY WINNERS
Blanche Staton and Margaret
Davidson both freshman and
Marcia Feingold senior were
the winners of the Spanish Club
Poetry Contest held in the Mir
ror Room on February 11
Blanche and Marcia tied as Best
Advanced students and Mar
garet received the Best Ele
mentary/lutermediate student
award
The judges were Mr and Mrs
JosØ Domenech professors at
Temple University and Rutgeri
University respectively They
judged the recitations for pro
nunciation and feeling
lunch or as John Arbuckle used
to say you get what you pay for
For the sake of immediate eco
nomic gain we impose huge social
costs on the environment The
hazards we term environmental
pollution have never entered the
account books But now we can
put dollar value on them For
example the paper industrys affect
on our waterways puts the water
below acceptable standards It
would cost $100 mllhion for each
of ten years to reverse this and of
course the industry says the con
sumers will have to pay Cleaning
up San Francisco Bay would take
$100 million per year indefinitely
and thats just to shift it to the
ocean
These are all discerning views
and statements on the present con
dition made by Dr Commoner
Now he begins to raise questions
that are overlooked pacificly by
most casual or even interested ob
servers They open an entirely
if even more frightening per
spective on the whole tragedy It
is indeed tragic
Dr Commoner points out that
much greater consequence could
and might occur from what we are
doing to the earth If we go much
further with pollution we may per
manently lose the natural controls
which would exist if we let cycles
alone and we would be hooked
be forced into continuing to its
ultimate conclusion this destruc
tion For instance nitrogen fixa
tion bacteria are stopped in the
presence of nitrates such as those
in fertilizers The bacteria develop
mutations and lose forever their
ability to fix nitrogen Then if we
decide the fertilizer is bad it is
too late and we must continue its
use making it harder and harder
to stop yet with no alternative
We would literally be hooked
The same thing could happen from
use of DDT to kill pests The in
sect pests would develop mutations
immune to the DDT while the na
tural prey of the pest would be
killed by their intake of the insec
ticide Then if we decide to stop
it no prey are left to kill the pests
and we must continue the use of
insecticides This is progress but
from our unquestioning traditional
faith we keep asking how can
you be against progress We are
and have been under illusions un
witting and blind victims Car
producers from the beginning
were not being greedy or nasty
about it just ignorant But when
brake linings wear out now an
ecologist will use his law and ask
where did it go The answer is
the asbestos goes into the alr
thence into the lungs and there
usually materializes its carcino
genic or cancer-producing affect
Steps To Be Taken
So this is the point were at
now We are in crisis of sur
vival approaching point of no
return The ecological breakdowns
are signal that we have come to
the point of almost using up what
nature gives us And the
threat to the ecosystem which
supports us is guided by the forces
of what the economic market pro-
Continued on Page Col
Education Dept Starts Program
To Train City School Teachers
by Jackie Manela
1w4ec 7owt
by Gall Pasternak
CINEMA
University of Pennsylvania Irvine Auditorium
February 17 Room Service
Punctured Romance
February 20 Rosemarys Baby
Fine Arts Auditorium
February 22 Hamlet and 930
YM/YWHA Arts Council 401 Broad St
Jean Renoir Film Festival 830
February 21 Golden Coach
February 22 Picnic on the Grass
February 23 La Marseilaise
February 24 The Lower Depths
February 25 Diary of Chambermaid
THEATRE
The Playhouse 17th and Delancy Sts
February 19-28 To Be Young Gifted and Black
Lorraine Hansberry
Spectrum Broad and Pattison Ave
February 16-22 Ice Capades
MUSIC
University of Pennsylvania Irvine Auditorium
February 21 Tim Buckley 830
Academy of Music 313 Broad St
February 23 Opening of Centennial Series
works by Michael White and Andrew Rudin
830
ART EXHIBITS
Philadelphia Museum of Art Parkway at 26th St
February 10 March 24 Prints and Drawings
of the Danube School
February 28 April 15 Van Gogh Paintings
La Salle College Union 2401 Panama St
thru February 20 Juclaisni in Art by Simon
Cohen
DR COMMONER
Continued from Page CoL
CLASSIC SUB SHOP
1532 East Wadsworth Avenue
PROMPT DELIVERY CU 2-3100
If you like this picture youll
love the new Beaver News
Join the photography staff and
see what develops
One soda with the purchase of one pizza
during the month of Februory Also specializing in oven
toasted grinders Subs Hoagies and the BIGGEST steak
sand in the town
GUARANTEED SAVINGS COUPON
MILLERS ESSO
FREE 24 Bottles of 7-Up for every
LUBE OIL CHANGE FILTER
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
259 South Easton Road
next to Penn Fruit
TU 4-9161
CENT SALE
BUY LP RECORD FOR $2.49
GET 2nd LP FOR ONLY CENT
LIMITED OFFER SAVE $2.48
RECORDS WANTED TOP PAID
RECORDS AROUND THE WORLD
15 NORTH 13th STREET
KING FACTORY OUTLET
Philadelphia Pa 19107
Tuesday February 970
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DR COMMONER
Dr Commoner made it clear that
we havent yet reached the point
of no return and that we have but
one generation to save the environ-
ment very short time to
achieve massive reconstruction
If we continue as now we are pro-
ceeding then by the 1980s we will
begin to experience serious catas
trophes Take heed this is from
biologist
There is something big missing
in the continuity of the film Ac-
tions are often unjustified unmo
tivated and totally unconnected to
the rest of the story womans
scream never explaineda sneak-
ing servant never seen before as
anything but an extra and never
seen again
The general public must know
facts The future depends on
new profound judgments on how
power should be used It
demands
knowledge for the will of the peo
ple to be effective it
demands
sweeping readjustment of values
Our society is one of violence
competition but it is time
for
new alliance in this country
we
must join to fight for environmental
balance The obligation is to dis
cover how humanity can use the
new power science has given it
What are we for in colleges and
universities anyway We must
teach the people We students
and faculty have the opportunity
to learn the facts we have the
meaiis to reach others so
that
everyone can re-evaluate
learn
decide vote and remain aware of
exactly what officials are doing and
why Rejection of economic and
material values may be radical to
the society but the society has
been terribly radical to the en-
viromTleflt The earth is finite
there is limit to the productivity
that can be extracted from the
ecosystem We cannot continue to
raise the Gross National Product
each year yet that makes some
peoples hair stand on edge There
is little reason to rest in our ef
forts to make people aware
man With him goes any hope of
ever understanding or sympathiZ
tag with any of the characters
At the long-awaited end of the
film two and half hours is
long time to fidget Friederich
and Sophia are finally married be-
neath the Nazi flag surrounded by
Martin who is now according to
the advertisements the second
most powerful man in the Gestapo
and his degenerate friends Sophia
is insane by this point and painted
white by the make-up men to prove
it She and her new husband leave
the room take cyanide and that is
the end of them and of the movie
BEAVER NEWS
The students must have corn-
pleted three math courses with
2.0 average and must have at-
tamed 1.75 cumulative average
New members include Carmen
Dorsey Jeanne Macne Shelly
Marged Emily Rudd Charita
Small Laurie Stassi Joanne
Thompson Virginia Adams Gail
Altman Peggy Rosenblum and
Mickey Weinstein
Rizzos Pizzeria
Restaurant
TOMATO PIES
SPAGHEUI RAVIOLI
Known Way Around
the World
Mrs Evans and Mrs Ruch say
hi to all tennis and lacrosse play-
erS They want you to know that
the word is Think Spring
Continued from Page
Col
Sports News
The basketball team lost to
Drexel 56-23 on Wednesday Feb
mary Jean Bogart was Beavers
high scorer with nine points
Di-
ane Taylor and Sue Sykes scored
second highest with three points
each Mimi Baumgardiner scored
20 points for Drexel The Drexel
team members were very tall and
even though Beaver players made
good effort they werent able
to
hit the shots they needed to win
duces basic fact of economic
refineries will have to become com
life pletely
emissionless closed sys
Here Dr Commoner questions
tfl5 Roles and responsibilities
another typically accepted view-
will have to be realigned priorities
point that is supported by an eas-
re-evaluated The nations re
ily swayed will to cure the prob-
50e5 must be totally mobilized
lem We are too anxious to hear
or the vastness of the problem will
that things are going well Mr
never even be touched Dr Com
Nixon states we have debt
moner warned of the way prob
debt we owe to nature debt we
lems are lost in reports commit-
must pay Dr Commoner admit-
tees etc This problem is far
too
ted he would give it very high
imminent for that kind of trivia
marks on an ecology exam its
true But shaU we now rest in the
confidence that our nations lead-
era are aware and will pay the
debt think such confidence
would be misplaced The actions
thus far proposed do not come
close to understanding the real
cause the technological use thus
far or the costs So many peo
ple are becoming content with the
steps taken by the government
thus far for pollution They are
not examining what the proposals
mean Mr Nixon has presented
mere $10 million for expanding
sewage disposal industry which
stilZ disrupts the natural cycle
The perspective on what must be
done is all wrong it is unknown
Dr Commoner suggests steps Pres
ident Nixon could take immedi
ately among them stopping the
Alaskan oil exploitation stopping
the Vietnam War and all modern
weaponry nuclear biological
chemical announcing state of
national ecological emergency
At Villanova on Monday Feb
ruary Beaver lost
35-27 With
two minutes to go in the game
Beaver was behind by only one
point SO the end
of the game was
very exciting Sue Sykes was high
scorer for Beaver with 14 points
Vicki Johnson and Jean Bogart
scored six points each For Villa-
nova Chris Buba scored 15 points
Archery Club has been meeting
on Monday nights with
six girls
coming regularly Mrs Baler still
welcomes anyone experienced
or
not
Math Honorary
Family Encounters Harry Barry Felice
debating with
Edna Anne Sullivan and below Tohias Ed
shambatigh
arguing with Julia Judy Scharf In
Theatre PlayshoPS
production of Delicate
Balance opening Wednesday
February 25Inducts Members
Eleven new members will be in-
ducted into the Math Honorary at
dinner meeting on Thursday Fob-
ruary 19 attended by faculty and
present members
Now We need spirit for the
cause we need an environ
mental morality and leadership
First we must realize how in all facets of the society
that will
wrong we are then begin vast exemplify
it Each of us must be
pilot project for testing new tech- an example
If you dont like the
nology for the salvation of the en- consequences
think of the alterna
vironment Vehicles industries tive
THE DAMNED
Continued from Page Col
Lisa Keller Irma Wanka the off in the first half-hour of the
film
young child molested by Martin is While
he was alive he was repre
quite convincing although she has
sented as sweet concerned old
no lines she far surpasses the
little girls playing Herberts two
children who should have been
forced to rehearse their walk-
throughs few more times
Congratulations to Mr and
Mrs Robert Matthews on thc
staff members before final vote is less
of course they are Williambirth of their son Michel Lee
Continued from Page CoL
on January 26 1970 taken Often the staff individuals
Faulkner
change their minds one way or the One
of the new things Gar
low members We never have set greater interaction
between the
other due to the arguments of fel- goyle is trying
to highlight is
Pin SIGMA TAU REMINDER number of submissions that can be art and literary
staffs greater
If you are interested in join- accepted
unity of theme and effort can only
ing Phi Sigma Tan Philosophy There are two aspects of
the lit- result from this The literary
honorary contact Chris Hatch erary submissions at Beaver
that staffs meeting has also been
Box 129 by Tuesday February should be looked at closely theme changed
to the Faculty Lounge so
24 You dont have to be and genre Alas it is extremely
that there is more comfortable
another Plato hard to write about things that are room for people
who wish to sit in
not universalized already All Although non-staff
members have
1.75 cam and he has thousands
of literary meeting date will now
be published
RequirernefltS writer needs to do is mention love always
been welcome the literary
aids that other authors have in- on the submissions posters
SO the
Two Philosophy courses scribed in the readers mind and campus as whole
will be better
you can be taking your millions of personal aids from the informed We are also going
to
second one now readers own experiences too make more detailed written
criti
average in philosophy long
to be able to write poem on cisms for rejected poems
en-
Be at least second Se- before but that takes either writes to attend
the meetings for
something that no one has touched courage anyone
who submits or
mester sophomore If genius or very disciplined poet greater perspective
on literary
you fulfill the first three who tries again and again and fin- criticism
but are still freshman ally succeeds Procedure
for membership is al
you can become an associ- Genre is also another touchy so being
changed this year Up to
ate member area Unfortunately it is much this point girls
have contacted
There will be short meeting
easier to put down concise con- members
of the literary staff if
Wednesday February 25 in
sistent poem than short story of they wished
to join To eliminate
Heinz Lounge at 15 p.m in
the same quality despite what high girls who
can write but cannot
honor of Bertrand Russell
school teachers say when they are criticize girls who
wish to join
Coming There will be re-
teaching poetry Like the people will be given poem
to criticize in
freshments
that quest after the down-to-earth
at least one paragraph .kpplica
theme the essayists are at dis- tion time
will be announced in the
advantage before they begin un- Beaver News
Furthermore one never knows
why the characters are so taker-
ently evil We know Martin is
emotionally sick because of his all-
consuming love for hard cruel
story like this if at all con-
power-hungry mother But why is
vincing shoUld be devastating
or
his mother this way Why is
at least depressing But all that
Guenther so easily persuaded to
the viewer is left with is feeling
throw away his previously unmov-
of disgrst and sore seat
lag ideals Why are any of them If you like perversity
blood
the way they are The only way there
is plenty of blood and
to reveal this would be to go back boredom you
will love The Dam-
to the head of the family the Ba- ned If not you may
consider the
ron to see what his affect on them
title as also the quality of the
has been But alas he has only movie and save yourself
two and
four or five lines and then is killed half hours
of discomfort
QUALITY DRUGS Phooc
TU 4-5886
PRESCRIPTIONS
BEAVER PHARMACY
269 SOUTH EASTON ROAD
Penn Fru Shopping Center Genside Penna
Service Our Privilege
Quality Our Constant Aim
TU 7-2927
East Glenside Avenue
Glenside
Murray Delicatessen
SAEDERWOOD SHOPPING CENTER
RESTAURANT CATERING
Abington1 Pennsylvania
TUrner 6-7589
